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About This Game

Eat Your Words is a fun game for people that love word games. It is a unique mashup of a traditional word puzzle game and a
candy/gem collecting game.

I've worked in the video game industry for many years. Eat Your Words is my first independent game on Steam. I am making
games that I like to play. If you love word games, I think you'll like this one. I would love to hear your feedback via email or in

the discussion forums.

FEATURES

• Four game modes.
• 100 levels to challenge your wordliness.

• Quick game or relaxing game; your choice!
• New game boards every day.

• Huge word list.
• Integrated dictionary with multiple word definitions.

• Detailed statistics.
• Steam Leaderboards.
• Steam Achievements.

The goal of the game is to find as many words as you can on the game board. Each word must be at least 3 letters, and you can't
use the same word twice. Every word generates sushi pieces. Match 3 sushi pieces to clear them off the board. There are four
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modes of play:

Play (Default Mode) has 100 levels for your to master.
Daily Game gives you unlimited time on a game board that changes every day.

Free Play always gives you the same board layout, but the letters change each time you play.
Blitz is a quick pace game with a 2 minute time limit. The game board changes every day.
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Title: Eat Your Words
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Johnny Ow
Publisher:
Johnny Ow
Release Date: 25 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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if you like 3rd person go for it, first person is pants it handles like a bag of spanners. ride 2 all day long.. This is a very laid
back, casual kind of jrpg. As an experience, it basically boils down to...hanging out with your friends everyday, and completing
jobs of varying kinds (combat and crafting mostly) to make a living (and build up your shop). The characters are all done
entirely in 3D in this installment, unlike some older ones, where they relied a lot on actual 2d art, which I'm not nearly as fond
of. In this game, all dialogue is voiced. So you won't have to rely on text if you don't want to, although this game DOES NOT
have an English dub. Just a forewarning....

Overall, I loved this game. I like crafting, and I love hanging out with my friends...and that's basically what this entire game
consists of! I've never played a game before, where I felt like the characters were actual friends of mine, but in this game, I
really do feel like the characters are my friends. Admittedly I don't have any choice in the dialogue, but it's still fun nonetheless.

Combat in this game is excellent as well. It's not as in-depth as Final Fantasy, but it's still very well thought out. You won't find
too many epic fights either. But would you have expected otherwise based on the casual theme of the game?

Hands down the BEST Atelier game to date. Hands down, one of the best games I've ever played. Paid full price. No regrets.. I
expected 2 things, anime girls. I did get one of those things though.. Saw this game at Indiecade 2017 (pretty sure) and was
waiting for it to come out.

Point and click adventure game with collectathon and puzzle elements. Every level sticks to its aesthetic and is fun to play and
very nice to look at; the vaporwave/internet computer style doesn't get old because of the variety within and across the different
levels. Satisfying amount of exploration and discovery. Missions vary and don't get old or too drawn out; never an excess
amount of missions to prolong the length of the game.

Took my sweet♥♥♥♥♥time exploring everything and garnering as many likes as I could and I had an extremely fun time. The
highest points for me were the humor, level design, and visuals. Overall, it was worth the wait and I had an extremely fun time
playing through it all.. Will never get tired of replaying this game.. What is this I don't even. IT'S CALLED HENTAI AND IT'S
ART. Check out my Steam Curator page, "Minorthreatt Gaming Reviews." I have the most organized and extensive genre lists
on Steam! Be sure to "FOLLOW" for more of my recommendations: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/31339849-Minorthreatt-Gaming-Reviews\/?appid=257170

The Short of it: Ridiculous arcade jetpack arena shooter with fun pixel art. There is a squid-alien character who's people
"resolve all conflicts with love-making." Video games could cure the world's problems...
. I bought the soundtrack but can't find it anywhere, not in the games program files like every forum online suggested, nor
anywhere else I look.

I just want my phat beatsies :'(. I am canonically married to Patchouli Knowledge and I am canonically her husband.
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Excellent! Highly recommended. What is this thing? It is awful, laggy, uncontrollable, unplayable. Tried to give game a try a
few times, but I failed.. I'm sure this was a blast to work on, but it just doesn't feel like a full fledged game, may be worth the
price if you want to support those that made it, but I have yet to find a group of friends that really enjoyed the game, it gets
pretty repetitive and old really quickly. Props to those that developed it, and hope you keep making more, because it feels like
there is potential, just doesn't feel quite there yet.. An unusually fine sense of flow makes this semi-runner stand out. I say "semi-
runner" because while the game encourages players to blow through its tiny stages as quickly as possible, there is usually the option
to slow down and sip the chamomile -- except in the pell-mell Kilo the dog stages, which operate on another set of rules. If you play
merely to beat the game, it may seem far too short for its price; keep in mind that all achievements are perfectly attainable with a
modicum of patience, and that shooting for that hundred-percent -- practicing the stages repeatedly and learning the secret flow of
each -- will win you the maximum amount of fun (and hours).

I hate speedrunning in general, but love games like Miles & Kilo and Mighty Switch Force. What a paradox, eh?. i don't recomend
this unless you want chinesse intermodle cars

2020 RPGs, pt. 1:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/828760/Paper_Shakespeare_RPG_Saga_of_the_Five_Kingdoms

Hopefully/probably not our only RPG in development for next year, but certainly our most experimental. It feels good to be going
back to the role playing game genre again.

Why hand-drawn? Because.
Well, really, because it continues the storyline that we set up with the very first Paper Shakespeare, but more importantly, [spoilers].
We wanted to fully explore the stick figure version of the Shakespeare dimensions that inhabit the universe that both Paper
Shakespeare and Army of Tentacles reside in.

It'll most likely be $4.99, with no real set release date yet.. Community Garden: A Massive Scale VR Simulation:
Thank you all for testing the first release of Community Garden. This little simulation was only the beginning for much bigger
plans for building the metaverse. The next release takes Community Garden to the next level becoming a massive scale vr
simulation. Check out the trailer below.

https://youtu.be/U_hiVwxXsFU. Only 3 Days Left to Buy Bally/Williams Tables!:
Time is running out! Only 3 days left to purchase Bally/Williams tables within the pinball arcade!. Awesome video by Centi- tab!:
Another wonderful video, enjoy and get The Orphan Dreams 66% off while the sale last :)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-B2KRvEtHQ. Forgotten Patch notes:
These were left off of the previous post because it was the middle of the night and I forgot:

0.8.0.00 notes continued

The green zone has ships and loot in it now

Tier 2.5 ship hulls and technology can be found out in the green zone

. Client Update 3/2/2018:

 Fixed an issue with achievement stickers on cabinets being forgotten after restarting AArcade.

 Fixed the 360 Screenshot button for multiplayer hosts.

 Added Auto Save to the General tab of the Settings menu. When OFF, changes are NOT saved until you confirm. Note that
auto-save is *always* turned OFF if you are a guest in a multiplayer session.
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 Enabled texture clamping on all dynamic textures by default.

 Added a launch option to DISABLE texture clamping, which fixes certain addon cabinets. +clamp_dynamic_textures 0

 Added the ability to search wizards for NEW items on the Main Menu.

 Replaced the Google Images wizard with a Bing Images wizard.

 Added a Bing wizard.

 Improved the PAUSED screen to be cooler looking.

 Fixed an issue with screenshots not working as teleports in maps w/ capitol letters in the map name.

 AArcade: Source clients can now join multiplayer sessions.

 Added a Multiplayer menu that has tabs for all multiplayer related features.

 Added an About tab to the Multiplayer menu that explains the details about how AArcade's multiplayer works.

 Updated the Servers tab of the Multiplayer menu to connect to servers in-game (unless the popout icon is clicked instead.)

NOTE: At 6:35PM PST I pushed a hotfix for this update to resolve some crashing issues people had. 
. New Version

18.04.16:

Hi, we pushed a new version of DwarfCorp, 18.04.16 to Steam and itch.io. This version is mostly bugfixes and is compatible with
older saves from 18.04.08.

Changes:. Discord Server!:

Post Overview. Update 13/04/2018 Alpha 1.1:

- New sleep system.
- Addition of a basic day / night indicator.
- Addition of a humidity system (manages the chance that it raining in game).
- New sprite for the sleeping bag.
- Optimization and improvement of the rain.
- Problem of the player stuck in the bed resolved (on the test perform).
- New management of the A.I (optimization).
- New start-up logo.
- Addition of craft "gourd".
- You can now drink in the lakes and fill your gourd.
- New camera placement.
- Additions of craft table, furnace, ect ... randomly on the map.
- Most inventory bugs are resolved, but the one that allows you to make an
  Object when the inventory is full (take the resources but do not give the object)
  and always present so think to keep a free slot when you want to make an
  object (I am currently working on this point in order to solve it as soon as
  possible).
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- Global optimization of the game (the first two areas its subject has some
  performance issues).
- Your character will not move when you are interaction
- Only one bullet or several hits in the head can kill the zombies.
- Addition of a sound when the player goes to sleep, or gets out of bed.
- Addition of footprints.
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